Rabbit ECU V1.2 Errata

1. Magnetic Reluctor Interface Circuit Thresholds
The crank (primary) trigger and cam (secondary) trigger interface circuits can operate as follows:



Hall Effect mode with programmable hysteresis and pull-up resistor
Magnetic reluctor
uctor mode with programmable hysteresis and without pull
pull-up resistor

Problem
In magnetic reluctor mode, the software hysteresis might be too strong to allow for reliable edge detection at slow
cranking speeds.
As shown below, at minimum hysteresis the up
upper and lower thresholds are +50 mV and -800
800 mV. At this lowest
hysteresis setting, the magnetic reluctor output may not be high enough to trigger the circuit.

Solution
Where a magnetic reluctor output is known to be too low at cranking, you can modify the Rabbit ECU trigger interface
circuit resistors R2014 and R2015 from 330k to 680k to reduce the voltage hysteresis.

After modifying the circuit, the minimum hysteresis upper and lower thresholds are -50
50 mV and -450 mV. If the
magnetic reluctor
or circuit does not produce enough voltage to trigger at these lower voltage thresholds, the air gap must
be altered.

2. Magnetic Reluctor Interface Circuit Frequency
Problem
For high tooth count crank sensors at engine speeds above 10,000 rpm, the cap
capacitor
acitor filter circuit might be too strong
for the signal.
Solution
When operating above 10,000 rpm using a trigger wheel more than 16 teeth, you can modify the Rabbit ECU trigger
interface circuit capacitors C2013 and C2015 from 470pf to 22pf to reduce th
the signal filtering. This will allow operation
up to 20,000 rpm.

3. Circuit Opening Relay Transistor Circuit
Problem
The on-board
board circuit opening relay transistor has a footprint issue in V1.2 PCBs. The circuit is intended to provide a relay
ground signal
nal at BH4 Power Relay pin when power is input at BH3 Power Sig, but does not function correctly.

Solution
1. The coil of the power relay must not be powered from constant battery power, but from 12V ignition switched
power. The negative relay coil can stil
still be wired to BH4 which is permanently grounded
nded through a small
resistance OR
2. An NPN BJT transistor with a current of 250mA+, gain of 50+ and voltage 30+ can be fitted at footprint U15000
as follows:

4. Arduino Due Timer/PWM Channel
Problem
Not all of the PWM channels assigned to injector and motor driver/igniter signal outputs are capable of precision timer
output mode. Some of the Arduino Due internal precision timers are connected to the analog channels.
To make all of the analog channels available, these were not directly routed to injector or motor/driver channels
because these outputs are not always needed. Please see the table below.

Injector or Motor/Igniter Output
INJ-AE
INJ-BF
INJ-CG
INJ-DH
IGT-AE
IGT-BF
IGT-CG
IGT-DH

Unmodified Arduino Channel
PWM13
PWM12
PWM11
PWM10
PWM4
PWM5
PWM6
PWM7

Status
Requires wire link
OK
OK
Requires wire link
OK
OK
Requires wire link
Requires wire link

Please note it is not necessary to use injector output INJ-AE as the first injector to fire because the firing order can be
changed in the settings. For a 2 injector group, 2 igniter group engine there is no need to make any wire jump.

Solution
Wire link pads are provided next to each Arduino Due pin. When an Injector or Motor/Igniter Output is needed that
t
‘requires wire link’, make the link as follows below.

